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ABSTRACT
Hiding processes in Linux system is an essential part of rootkits actions and

malicious program. So, it is very important to monitor and administrate the system
hidden processes to ensure the safety and reliability of the computer system. Also,
process administration can be a vital factor in determining the stability of a running
system.

The aim of this research is to detect hide processes in Linux system depending
on  /proc  system  files  and  offer  tools  for  monitoring  these  processes  in  addition  to
monitoring  and  administrating  all  other  processes  in  the  system  to  ensure  that  the
required processes are running and that the total number of each type of running
process is appropriate to maintain system stability.

The software offers capability for displaying processes in the system including
hidden processes with full information about them. And it offers options for killing
or suspending a process, change process priority and viewing the memory map and
the memory status for a given process.

The work has been run successfully on Linux operating system, Ubuntu
distribution, version 10.4, and developed using C++ GUI programming with Qt 4
package and number of shell commands.

الخالصة
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عرض العملیات في النظام بما في ذلك العملیات الخفیة مع معلومات وافیة إمكانیةالبرنامجیوفر 

ذاكرة ة الوعرض خریطالعملیات أسبقیةكذلك تغییر ومعینة علیق عملیة و تنهاءإلمتعددة ویقدم خیارات . عنها

.وحالة الذاكرة

، 10.4صدار ذات اإلأوبونتو بتوزیعة عمل بنجاح على نظام التشغیل لینوكس ، الهذا طبیقتم ت

.shellوامرأوعدد من 4QTحزمة برمجة واجهة المستخدم الرسومیة مع ++Cباستخدام طور النظامو

1. Introduction
Linux is a member of the large family of Unix-like operating systems, which

are a multiprocessing and multi-user operating system.
Like every multiprocessing system, Linux adopts the magical effect of an

apparent simultaneous execution of multiple processes [1].
As a multi-user system, Linux allows many users to access the system at the

same time. Each user can run many programs, or even many instances of the same
program, at the same time. The system itself runs other programs to manage system
resources and control user access [14]. Therefore the system is full of processes
either user or system process.

Malware needs to be executing on a system before it can perform any damage
to it. An infected file cannot damage the system unless it gets executed in some or
the other manner. As a result, the detection of any malware that is running on the
system is of paramount importance. The most common manner in which a binary is
executed is in the form of a process. Rootkits try and hide the presence of this
process from the system.

A hidden process executes in a manner that is unobservable by many of the
operating system’s accounting and reporting functions [10].

Hidden process control, or the ability to inspect a running process and alter its
execution, is a basic requirement security tool may require controlling opportunities.
All such requirement necessitates the ability to observe the current state of a running
process and to impose changes in its execution [17].

In order to fine-tune the system, it’s important to know what is currently
running, which resources are hidden, and when processes start up. From there, you
can tweak configurations: disable undesirable processes, enable necessary
housekeeping, and adjust your kernel to better handle your needs.

The default Ubuntu installation includes some basic processes that check
devices, tune the operating system, and perform housekeeping. Some of these
processes are always running, while others start up periodically, which may produce
unexpected processes that can cause huge problems; administrators should know
exactly what is running and when [5].
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2. Process Concept:
The concept of a process is fundamental to any multiprogramming operating

system [1].
A process can be defined either as "an instance of a program in execution" or

as the "execution context" of a running program.
It is a collection of data structures that fully describes how far the execution of

the program has progressed.
Processes are like human beings: they are generated, they have a more or less

significant life, each process has just one parent and they optionally generate one or
more child processes, and eventually they die [12].

Processes are object code in execution: active, alive, running programs. But
they’re more than just object code—processes consist of data, resources, state, and a
virtualized computer [2].

2.1 Process in Linux
A process is the abstraction used by Linux to represent a running program. It's

the object through which a program's use of memory, processor time, and I/O
resources can be managed and monitored [3][5].

When a process is created, it is almost identical to its parent. It receives a
(logical) copy of the parent's address space and executes the same code as the parent,
beginning at the next instruction following the process creation system call [1].

2.1.1 Components of a Process:
A process consists of an address space and a set of data structures within the

kernel. The kernel’s internal data structures record various pieces of information
about each process. Some of the more important information are [4][10]:

· PID: process ID number the kernel assigns a unique ID number to every
process. Most commands and system calls that manipulate processes require
you to specify a PID to identify the target of the operation. PIDs are assigned
in order as processes are created.

· PPID: (parent PID) is the PID of the parent from which it was cloned.
· The process’s address space map
· The current status of the process
· The execution priority of the process
· Information about the resources the process has used
· Information about the files and network ports that the process has opened
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Some of these attributes may be shared among several processes to create a
“thread group,” which is the Linux analog of a multithreaded process in traditional
UNIX [5].

2.1.2 Process Scheduling
All preemptive multitasking operating systems, including Linux, implement a

priority scheme for scheduling. The Linux kernel uses a process scheduler to decide
which process will receive the next time slice. It does this using the process priority
[neil].

Linux schedules the parent and child processes independently. And it
promises that each process will run eventually—no process will be completely
starved of execution resources [18].

Linux does not schedule processes willy-nilly. Instead, applications are
assigned priorities that affect when their processes run. UNIX has historically called
these priorities nice values, lowering a process’ priority, allowing other processes to
consume more of the system’s processor time [16].

A process’s scheduling priority determines how much CPU time it receives.
The kernel uses a dynamic algorithm to compute priorities, taking into account the
amount of CPU time that a process has recently consumed and the length of time it
has been waiting to run [5]

2.1.2.1 Niceness
The “niceness” of a process is a numeric hint to the kernel about how the

process should be treated in relationship to other processes contending for the CPU.
The nice value is a property that exists for every process. It is not, as is often
misunderstood, the priority of a process. It is a number that influences the priority
property of a process [5].

The nice value dictates when a process runs. Linux schedules runnable
processes in order of highest to lowest priority: a process with a higher priority runs
before a process with a lower priority. The nice value also dictates the size of a
process’ time slice. Legal nice values range from –20 to 19 inclusive, with a default
value of 0. The lower a process’ nice value’, the higher its priority.

You may specify that a process is less important—and should be given a
lower priority by assigning it a higher niceness value. A higher niceness value means
that the process is given a lesser execution priority; conversely, a process with a
lower (that is, negative) niceness gets more execution time [11].
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3. The /proc File System:
Linux systems support a special file system called /proc. /proc is a window

into the running Linux kernel. Files in the /proc file system don’t correspond to
actual files on a physical device. Instead, they are magic objects that behave like
files but provide access to parameters, data structures, and statistics in the kernel
[11][12].

The “contents” of these files are not always fixed blocks of data, as ordinary
file contents are. Instead, they are generated on the fly by the Linux kernel when you
read from the file [2].

The /proc file system holds information on each running process as well as
hardware-related information on your system.

Each process has a subdirectory under /proc named after its process ID, which
exists for the lifetime of the process. Images of active processes are stored here by
their process ID number contains detailed and technical information [9].

The /proc file system started out holding just process information. Now it
holds all sorts of operating system and hardware data.

The /proc file system appears to be a normal directory on disk.  Inside /proc
each process, for example, has a directory under /proc. The directory name is the
process ID number [3][17].

Process-specific information is divided into subdirectories named by PID.
These directories appear and disappear dynamically as processes start and terminate
on the system. Each directory contains several entries providing access to
information about the running process. From these process directories the /proc file
system gets its name [5][neil]. Some of these subdirectories are used in this work, as
follows:

1. Stat : General process status information, contains details information about the
process itself, and a lot of status and statistical information about the process.
Table (1) show most usable information in stat subdirectory.

Table (1) some fields of stat subdirectory
Field Content
Pid Process id

Tcomm filename of the executable
State state  (R  is  running,  S  is  sleeping,  D  is  sleeping  in  an

uninterruptible wait, Z is zombie, T is traced or stopped)
Ppid process id of the parent process
Nice nice level

start_code address above which program text can run
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2. Statm : Memory usage information, contains  more  detailed  information about
the process memory usage. Its seven fields are explained in table (2).

Table (2) Contents of the statm
Field Content

 size total program size
 resident size of memory portions (pages)
 shared number of pages that are shared
 trs number of pages that are 'code'
 lrs number of pages of library
 drs number of pages of data/stack
 dt number of dirty pages

3. pmap: Memory mapping information, displays information about files mapped
into the process’s address. For each mapped file, maps displays the range of
addresses in the process’s address space into which the file is mapped, the
permissions on these addresses, the name of the file, and other information as
shown in the following format[11]:

address                       perms   offset         dev      inode       pathname

08048000-08049000  r-xp     00000000   03:00    8312       /opt/test
08049000-0804a000  rw-p    00001000   03:00     8312       /opt/test

.

.
Where:
"address":  is the address space in the process that it occupies.
"perms": is a set of permissions,  r = read, w = write,  x = execute

 s = shared,  p = private (copy on write).
"offset": is the offset into the mapping.
"dev":  is the device (major:minor), and
"inode":  is the inode  on that device.  0 indicates that  no inode is associated

with the memory region, as the case would be with BSS (uninitialized
data).

"pathname": shows the name associated file for this mapping.

4. Signals in Linux
 Signals are mechanisms for communicating with and manipulating processes

in Linux. A signal is a special message sent to a process. Signals are asynchronous;
when a process receives a signal, it processes the signal immediately, without
finishing the current function or even the current line of code. There are several
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dozen different signals, each with a different meaning. Each signal type is specified
by its signal number, but in programs, signal can be referred to by its name. In
Linux, these are defined in /usr/include/bits/signum.h. A process may also send a
signal to another process [9][11].

Signals are a mechanism for one-way asynchronous notifications. A signal
may be sent from the kernel to a process, from a process to another process, or from
a process to itself. Signals typically alert a process to some event, such as a
segmentation fault, or the user pressing of Ctrl-C [16].

The Linux kernel implements about 30 signals (the exact number is
architecture dependent), table (3) lists a number of Linux signals. Each signal is
represented by a numeric constant and a textual name [6][neil].

Table (3) Some of Linux Signals
Signal Name Description
SIGALRM Alarm clock
SIGHUP Hangup
SIGINT Terminal interrupt
SIGABORT *Process abort
SIGKILL Kill (can’t be caught or ignored)
SIGQUIT Terminal quit
SIGTERM Termination

Signals are process-level interrupt requests. About thirty different kinds are
defined, and they’re used in a variety of ways [5]:
• They can be sent among processes as a means of communication.
• They can be sent by the terminal driver to kill, interrupt, or suspend processes
• They can be sent by the administrator (with kill) to achieve various results.
• They can be sent by the kernel when a process commits an infraction such
as division by zero.
• They can be sent by the kernel to notify a process of an “interesting” condition
such as the death of a child process or the availability of data on an
I/O channel.

6. Implementing Hidden Process Administration
Process management in Linux was achieved using system call functions and

dealing with /proc system files or bash shell commands. The  software is developed
using Qt package, which is a cross-platform, graphical, application development
toolkit that enables compiling and running applications on Windows, Mac OS X,
Linux, and different brands of Unix[15][10].
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A large part of Qt is devoted to provid a platform-neutral interface to
everything, ranging from representing characters in memory to creating a
multithreaded graphical application [8].
Process administration software includes the following parts:
Ø Detecting Hidden Process: all process in the system and information about each

one is extracted from /proc through /stat folder for each process including: PID
(process ID), stat), PPID process parent ID, Nice value, either the process is
hidden or not, and executable path.

Extracting information from /proc is performed as follows:
QDir dir("/proc");
     QFileInfoList list = dir.entryInfoList();
     for(int i=1; i<list.size();++i)
     {
         QFileInfo fileInfo = list.at(i);
         if(Hidden == 1)
             get_OnlyHide(fileInfo.fileName());
         else
             get_task(fileInfo.fileName());
     }

Linux does not provide any tools or commands to display hidden processes in
the system. So to display hidden process in this work, the following steps are
performed:
1- Running ps shell command to obtain a snapshot of the process in the system

except hidden ones [13][15].
2- Obtaining all processes in the system including hidden processes from /proc file

system.
3- Compare between the results from step 1 and 2, then display every process

produced only from step 2 and not contained from the result of ps command, then
display hidden process information.
void ProcessAdmin::ShowHidden()
{ // run ps command to compare result with /proc
     p->start("ps -e");
}
void ProcessAdmin::get_OnlyHide(QString id)
{
    QString fileName ="/proc/"+id+"/stat";
    int f=0;
    QFile file(fileName);
    if(file.open(QIODevice::ReadOnly))
    {
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        QTextStream stream(&file);
        QString line;
        line = stream.readLine();
        QStringList list =  line.split(" ");
        foreach(QString pid, pidList)
            if(pid == list[0])
                f=1;
        if(f==0)
        {
            treeNode = new QTreeWidgetItem(ui->treeWidget);
            treeNode->setText(0, list[0]); // PID
            treeNode->setText(1, list[1]); // name
            treeNode->setText(2, list[2]); // stat
            treeNode->setText(3, list[3]); // PPID
            /// get priority
            bool ok;
            int ret = getpriority(PRIO_PROCESS,list[0].toInt(&ok,10));
            treeNode->setText(4, QString::number(ret));
            treeNode->setText(5, "True");
        }
        file.close();
    }
}
Ø Starting new process: depending on a process name supported by the user:

       QProcess run;
       run.execute(ui->lineEdit->text());
Ø Monitoring process execution and termination by offering the following

options:
· Kill a single process either using process ID or name [13]. Killing

operation is performed by sending a signal to the process using kill system
call function as follows:

void ProcessAdmin::KillProc()
{
    int pid = ui->treeWidget->currentItem()->text(0).toInt();
    kill(pid,SIGTERM);
}
Where SIGTERM: is the signal to be send to the process to terminate it:
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· Kill a process and all its descendent children, a recursive function is
developed to search for all children for a given process, then kill the child
starting from the last one.
void ProcessAdmin::recuKill(int pid)
{
    QDir dir("/proc");
    int ppid,childId;
     QFileInfoList list = dir.entryInfoList();
     for(int i=0; i<list.size();++i)
     {
         QFileInfo fileInfo = list.at(i);
         QString fileName ="/proc/"+fileInfo.fileName()+"/stat";
         QFile file(fileName);
         if(file.open(QIODevice::ReadOnly))
         {
             QTextStream stream(&file);
             QString line;
             line = stream.readLine();
             QStringList list =  line.split(" ");
             QString ppids = list[3];
             ppid = ppids.toInt();
             if(pid == ppid)
             {
                 QString child = list[0];
                 childId = child.toInt();
                 recuKill(childId);
                 kill(childId,SIGTERM);
             }
          }
     }
     kill(pid,SIGTERM);
}

· suspend and resume a process:
kill(pid,SIGSTOP);     //To suspend a process
kill(pid,SIGCONT);    //To resume a suspended process

Ø Scheduling process by changing its priority through process nice value using
setpriority system function:
void ProcessAdmin::SetPriority()
{
    int nice = ui->lineEdit_2->text().toInt();
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    int pid = ui->treeWidget->currentItem()->text(0).toInt();
    int ret;
    ret = setpriority(PRIO_PROCESS,pid,nice);
    if(ret == -1)
         QMessageBox::information(this ,"error","error ");
}

Ø Displaying memory map for any process by exploring the information stored by
the system in folder pmap in the /proc system folder as follows:
void pmapinfo::get_task(QString id)
{
    QString fileName ="/proc/"+id+"/maps";
    int f=0;
    QFile file(fileName);
    if(file.open(QIODevice::ReadOnly))
    {
        QTextStream stream(&file);
        QString line;
        line = stream.readAll();
        ui->listWidget->addItem(line);
        file.close();
    }

     }
Ø Displaying Process memory status information that is located in Statm folder in

/proc file system for any selected process:
void ProcessMem::get_task(QString id)
{
    QString fileName ="/proc/"+id+"/statm";
    int f=0;
    QFile file(fileName);
    if(file.open(QIODevice::ReadOnly))
    {
        QTextStream stream(&file);
        QString line;
        line = stream.readLine();
        QStringList list =  line.split(" ");
        treeNode = new QTreeWidgetItem(ui->treeWidget);
        treeNode->setText(0, id);
        treeNode->setText(1, list[1]);
        treeNode->setText(2, list[2]);
        treeNode->setText(3, list[3]);
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        treeNode->setText(4, list[4]);
        treeNode->setText(5, list[5]);
        treeNode->setText(6, list[6]);
        treeNode->setText(7, list[7]);
        file.close();
    }
}

6. Hidden Process Administration Software:
Research application was developed using QT package. It contains the

following windows:
1. Main application windows as shown in figure(1), contains the following menu

options:
· File: includes:

· Show submenu includes:
· All: to view full information about each.
· Hidden: to display only hidden processes.

· New task: To start a new process.
· Exit

· Control : includes:
· Kill: to kill a single process.
· Kill ptree: to kill process and all its descending children.
· Suspend: to suspend a process.
· Resume: to resume a suspended process.

· Process info: includes:
· Process memory map: to view process memory map info.
· Process memory status: to view process memory status info.
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Figure (1) Process Administration Software main window
To change the nice value for a selected process, a new nice value must

be entered through the text box then the set button must be pressed.
2. The second window is used to display selected process memory map as shown

in figure (2).

Figure (2) Process Memory Map window
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3. Third window depicted in figure (3), is used to view memory status information
for any selected process.

Figure (3) Process Memory Status window
7. Related Works:

Many efforts and works had been made to detect hidden processes in different
systems. James, Jeffrey and John present a method for detecting hidden processes,
whether running on the Windows or Linux operating system, requires the
examination of each thread to ensure that its corresponding process descriptor is
appropriately linked. Accordingly, both require added functionality to the operating
system [7]. In [19] the researchers are presented a new VMbased approach called
Libra to detect hidden processes implicitly. Like previous VM-based security
services, Libra is resilient to kernel-mode guest malware attack by virtue of its
location within a VMM layer.

8. Conclusion
This research supports interface that deals with a /proc file on Linux. This

interface allows tracing processes to read detailed process state from. Our hidden
process control implementation supports both a larger set of operations and more
finely-grained control than that are offered by ps terminal command. Extracting
process information from /proc programmatically is difficult to implement also
running shell command from the QT and obtain its results is a hard task.

Hidden Process Detection and administration tools for Linux system can be
considered an important part in the system to ensure that the required processes are
running and any unwanted processes can be controlled.
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